### Sr. | Agenda Item | Subject | Movers | Status
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
1 | Recitation of Holy Quran | | | 
2 | Questions | | 9 out of 41 starred questions were asked and replied by concerned Ministers and Parliamentary Secretaries | 
3 | Calling Attention Notice | To a matter Of urgent public importance regarding reduction and delay in the release of funds for Pakistan bait-ul-mal adding to the difficulties of the deserving people, causing grave concern amongst the public. | Maulana Gohar, Naema Kishwer Khan, Muhammad Jamal-Ud-Din, Qari Muhammad Yousaf, Asiya Nasir | Taken up and replied by Shaikh Aftab Minister for Parliamentary Affairs | 
4 | Motion under Rule 259 Further discussion | “This House may discuss the situation arising out of Petrol shortage and energy crisis in the country.” | Mr. Shahid Khaqan Abbasi | Not taken up | 
5 | Motion under Rule 259 Further discussion | “This House may discuss the problems being faced by the Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the country.” | Lt. Gen.(Retd) Abdul Qadir Baloch | Taken up and debate winded up by Minister of SAFRON ,Lt. Gen.(Retd) Abdul Qadir Baloch | 
6 | Matters other than points of order | Raising matters under Rule 18 | | Not requested | 
7 | Calling Attention Notice | To a matter of urgent public importance regarding appointment of 50 new officers on deputation by PIA, causing grave concern amongst the public. | Dr.Nafisa Shah Dr.Azra Fazal Pechuho, Shazia Marri, Mir.Aijaz Hussain Jakhram, Syed Naveed Qamar | Not taken up |